
INTERIM PROCESS APPRAISAL – BOARD COMPOSITE EDITED 

 

10. How did the leadership and congregation prepare itself for Interim Ministry? 

Preparation began with the exiting settled minister who caringly called a dinner with select leadership to 

announce her departure and allow time for thoughtful processing.  Since the minister made her decision 

in December, just prior to the new leadership being inducted, this was key to our being able to fully 

prepare.  Relying on the UUA’s Interim Ministry materials, the Board had a vision for what needed to be 

accomplished and, together with the Interim Ministry Task Force, effectively led the congregation 

through the process, keeping them very well informed, though not everyone fully understood it.  In 

addition, the Board welcomed and accepted a generous offer for professional leadership for a week 

between the settled minister’s departure and the arrival of the interim minister to assist the congregation 

through a time of deep grief – please see details in the answer to question 13.  Since his arrival, both Rev. 

Tarsa and the leadership have done a good job of keeping the program before the congregation. 
 

11. Had previous ministers affected how interim ministry is viewed?  If so, please describe. 

No, this is our first interim ministry. 

 

12. What goals were initially specified in the interim ministry application? How have they been 

addressed? 

The Interim Minister will have primary preaching/leading responsibility three Sundays per month, and 

responsibility for sustaining the health of worship overall, whether or not leading and/or present at a given 

service. The Interim Minister will have one Sunday off per month, and on 5-Sunday months will work with the 

Worship Committee and congregation members to offer one especially collaborative service. 

Leadership development is an area that can be improved at UUFB. Pretty much as a self-starter, Rev. 

Tarsa began the process of involving members of the congregation and Board with tasks he has modeled 

for us to help in the transition. He rose to the challenge by attending many meetings, giving tips and 

asking provocative questions. He has met with leaders in groups and one-on-one, and has presented 

several leadership development sessions within our governance structure. His use of visual material and 

metaphor drive the point home.  “Kevin has been a good coach to me as Board President by helping me 

to become invitational not prescriptive. He encourages me to temper my instinct for immediate action 

with reflection and wait for all styles to be included so we can pull together and move forward together as 

a group.” 

The Board has not been privy to the interim ministry application.  The following “goals” are garnered from 

materials summarizing congregational front porch talks and surveys.  Gathering these comments will give us an 

opportunity to discuss these issues with our interim minister.  Text in black represents congregational input 

prior to selection of the interim minister; blue text includes comments emailed for the assessment. 

Areas of Focus: 

 Membership Growth with emphasis on families with children and adolescents. 

 Lifespan Faith Development with emphasis on programs for children, youth and young adults. (See 

#15.) 

 Conflict Resolution – Rev. Tarsa is a thoughtful non-anxious presence and helps us move forward. 

(Also see #13.) 

 Establishment of Realistic Financial Goals. 

 Increase Use of UUFB Campus - Rev. Tarsa was instrumental in bringing an interfaith program 

series to our campus, Love Your Muslim Neighbor. 

 

 



Maintain momentum: 

 Penn Center Relationship, and Social and Environmental Justice activity – Rev. Tarsa quickly joined 

members of the congregation as we serve and witness in our community. 

 Write articles, blog about theology, exhibit competency in social media to drive awareness by Millenials 

of UU and related events to stimulate membership growth in this demographic – Rev. Tarsa writes 

wonderful letters in Headline News, and his response, highlighting Unitarian Universalism, to an 

editorial was published in our local paper. 

 Campus Development. 

 Fundraising. 

Maintain Current Traditions and Programs: 

 Music – Rev. Tarsa shines in his work on the music program at UUFB.  His work with the Music 

Director has brought new skills and variety to music in worship, and he has called upon many 

talented members in the congregation to involve more people.  He also uses a variety of 

instruments in new and creative ways to ring a rich, sensual experience to worship.    

 Special Services – The Water Service was conducted with flair and deep emotion. 

 Social Activities – Rev. Tarsa served, with humor, as the Emcee for our Annual Service Auction 

and Food Bazaar. 

 Penn Center Relationship. 

Desired Strengths: 

 Preacher***** - Rev. Tarsa is educating, as well as inspiring, the congregation through the careful 

research he conducts prior to services and the resources he gives us to follow up on the 

information presented. He crafts his services with careful attention to all the different elements of 

the service: beautiful music, poetry, readings, presentation, and production involving lots of 

people. He has lifted the quality of our worship up several degrees. We are having record-

breaking attendance and new member orientations largely in part to the Sunday services.  Rev. 

Tarsa has undertaken the same careful study and attention to Black History Month, Women's 

History Month, and many other topics that are of importance in our community and to our 

congregation. He prepares themes for the month's work, e.g., redemption in October to connect 

with Rosh Hashana.  Rev. Tarsa’s creativity to illustrate his point has included using concrete 

objects in sermons, such as, nesting bowls to illustrate faith development, tugging on a huge 

stuffed carrot to illustrate the power of working together, knots in a rope to illustrate broken and 

repaired covenant/relationships. 

Rev. Tarsa also is attentive to professional development and always seeking to learn from others.  

In one of his reports he wrote, “I attended a several day seminar for UU ministers: Preaching and 

Worship for the Future Church and the Future of Church. It has me thinking deeply about the 

future of church on the large scale and in the long term, but also in the very immediate context of 

this congregation. How can I best preach and lead for the future of this church as you take steps 

toward calling your next minister and so your future?” 

 Lifespan Faith Development Program to attract families with children, while nurturing elders who are 

the lifeblood of the congregation; Wisdom Path curriculum. 

 Pastoral Skills – home and hospital visits; handle and disarm conflict – Rev. Tarsa is a genuinely 

compassionate person and doesn’t miss a beat when a member is hurting. 

 Local Community Outreach to interfaith, military, and African American communities, and UUCL. 

Kevin is not a one issue person while also participating in the pride parade and being proactive 

about having UU's be at the courthouse of the day that same-sex marriage licenses were issued. 

 Generative Thinker to work with the Board on Strategic Development, comfortable with technology – 

Rev. Tarsa gives great attention to detail. He works with committees and the Board, listening, and 



then gently leading them to new possibilities. He writes meaningful minister’s reports for the 

Board and submits them in advance, as requested. 

Rev. Tarsa has increased and enhanced the use of technology in our Sunday services and in other 

aspects of UUFB work, created beautiful graphics for each sermon’s announcement, and posted 

images from events on FaceBook and the UUFB website. 

 

13. Please assess the congregation’s work toward engaging and acknowledging its grief and conflicts. 

UUFB suffered an unusual amount of grief during the time of transition.  Not only were we losing our 

minister of 15 years, we were deeply grieving the deaths of some founding members and the untimely 

death of one of our children, in addition to the loss of other significant leaders to long distance moves. 

The congregation enthusiastically planned a farewell for the settled minister to include local personal and 

professional associations, complete with a memory book of affirmations from members of the 

congregation. 

We availed ourselves of regional resources offered, to lead us through, and to care for us, during our time 

of personal grief.  Pat Owen came for a week and preached, conducted a workshop on “Leading through 

Grief,” and met one-on-one with many members for individual pastoral care, allowing healing to occur. 

UUFB’s history does not include much conflict with the minister. Engaging and acknowledging conflict 

within the congregation has begun, but needs more work. History indicates that the congregation avoids 

dealing with conflict effectively. Front Porch talks led by members of the Interim Ministry Task Force 

elicited some of the underlying conflicts in the congregation.  Former Committees on Shared Ministry 

successfully led the congregation in developing a congregational covenant and planted the seeds for a 

right relations plan. The Board is addressing conflict, in the meantime, based on its understanding of the 

congregational covenant. The Board also generated a plan to develop a Right Relations Process and 

Team.  A charge has been produced and a Task Force recruited to engage the congregation in developing 

a Right Relations Process. Development of the process will go a long way to help resolve this issue, but 

has been dreadfully slow in getting going.  

Rev. Tarsa has begun to help move this along; he met early on with the Board collectively and 

individually. He is a deep-listener and quickly understood the types of conflict in the congregation.  He 

skillfully weaves themes of import, to this congregation particularly, into his weekly sermons, has met 

one-on-one with individuals in conflict, and gently and thoughtfully counsels leadership on conflict 

management. Congregational leadership could use a boost in learning how to deal effectively with conflict 

directly. 

The Right Relations Task Force will be convened soon. 

 

14. Please assess the congregation’s work toward recognizing its unique identity and its strengths. 

This is, and always will be, an ongoing process. Through front porch talks and surveys, the Interim 

Ministry Task Force elicited our unique bonds (with Penn Center), and strengths (strong musical focus). 

We are really a different group now than we were when our settled minister left and we need to check in 

with old and new members alike. Our Ministerial Settlement Representative, Ann Marie Alderman, is 

planning a visioning workshop for the entire congregation to be conducted in April. 

 

15. Please assess the congregation’s work toward recognizing its needs and challenges. 

We have identified many challenges, particularly a children’s and youth program, and fiscal 

sustainability.  With Rev. Tarsa’s assistance, we have put in place minimal programming to welcome 

children, should any arrive on a Sunday morning.  We have a long way to go if UUFB truly wants to see a 

flourishing children and youth program.  Partly due to Rev. Tarsa’s dynamic sermons and warm 

personality, and partly due to a vibrant UU Pagan spirituality group, membership has been steadily 

growing and we are finally seeing young adults attend and stay. Hopefully, the increase in younger 

membership eventually will lead to the attraction of families with children and youth, to have the critical 

mass necessary for forming religious education classes. 



The purchase of facilities and the increase to full-time professional ministry was a strain on our finances 

for the first few years.  We now have better data for budgeting, and successfully campaigned to bring our 

financial commitments in line with our operating budget.  Capital campaigns enabled us to purchase 

adjoining land for expansion in the future, and netted a modest amount for renovations now to 

accommodate more newcomers. The leadership has been attentive to financing opportunities and 

successfully applied for denominational grants.  Looking toward the future, the Board has established an 

Endowment Fund.  Our house is in good order for the moment and we are beginning to address questions 

of financial sustainability – this will be an area of focus for the Board this year.  

Other challenges are leadership development, deepening our understanding of multi-cultural welcoming, 

communication, right relations, etc. 

We were in a restful place and have been called to show vitality in our actions toward social and 

environmental justice. New doors have opened to us and we must walk through and do our part. 

Rev. Tarsa is helping the leadership bring focus to identifying needs and dealing with challenges. 

Hopefully, the visioning planned for April will help to educate the congregation, as a whole, and coalesce 

its desires into a realistic plan for the future. 
 

16.  Please assess the congregation’s work toward understanding the appropriate role of the minister(s), 

church staff, and lay leaders. 

Many of our members are new, not only to UUFB but, to Unitarian Universalism as well.  Most of what 

the congregation understands about roles are through observation and/or experience.  Helping the 

congregation to understand the role of the minster is a bit of a tough goal, as Rev. Tarsa is an excellent 

and exemplary minister.  One Board member noted that, “I have been a UU for over 35 years and 

experienced many styles of ministry.  Most ministers excel in one or two areas; Rev. Tarsa in almost all 

areas, from my perspective.  So what are we to do…encourage him to lower his standards?  A dilemma.  

We are being spoiled in most wonderful ways!  How will that translate to our next settled minister, who 

may be more typical in excelling in one or two areas?”  Another expressed the opinion that the 

congregation has a clear idea of the roles of the interim minister and the settled minister. 

As UUFB grows, both Program Council and the Board are evolving with some guidance and suggestion, 

however, many are confused about the relationships, the purpose, expectations, and authority.  The 

Board tabled discussions about Program Council all last year.  The Program Council did some work last 

year on defining their role and created a mission statement and strategies.  The Bylaws Review 

Committee intentionally chose to leave the definition of the Program Council relatively ambiguous until 

discussions could be undertaken at the Board level. So, the appropriate role of lay leaders has been on 

our radar for quite some time and has been set as a focus for the Board this year. Some have expressed a 

desire for an organizational chart. In the absence of clarity, many often turn to the minister for decisions.  

Interestingly, no one mentioned church staff – is that because we all understand, or that they are not in 

our consciousness? 
 

17. Please assess the congregation’s work toward successfully navigating leadership shifts that often 

accompany times of transition. 

The congregation is very supportive of the lay leadership. Rev. Tarsa has done such an outstanding job in 

all areas of ministry, that many of the congregation have become very attached to him. We are 

wondering how this might affect the process of search for the settled minister, and look to Rev. Tarsa to 

help the congregation focus for the future. 

 

18.  Please assess the congregation’s use of appropriate external resources, e.g. the UUA, Regional or 

District resources, etc. 

UUFB, historically, has been closely tied with the greater denomination and has been a fair share / honor 

congregation since inception. We attend cluster, district, regional and national events and a number of 

our members have held positions on the District Board, with one member rising to a national leadership 



position. The congregation is supportive of these ties, partially subsidizing members’ participation as GA 

delegates and SUULE attendees, as well as other leadership development opportunities, such as Mosaic 

Makers, which we attended by special invitation. 

UUFB was honored as a Breakout Congregation in 2012?13, and we have been recipients of a Chalice 

Lighter’s Grant and a UUA First Home Grant, with renovations to begin soon to enlarge our facilities to 

welcome more guests and members. 

We engaged in the UUA’s transition program to secure our interim minister, in line with UUA 

recommendations, and plan to follow the search process for our next settled minister. 

We have contacted Connie Goodbread, welcomed outreach from Pat Owen and utilized resources from 

all levels of our denomination. Rev. Tarsa has helped us identify and utilize resources, of which we 

otherwise might not have been aware, such as Marguerite Mills to conduct an Interim Ministry Start-up 

Retreat, and Ann Marie Alderman to meet with us about the search for our settled minister. 

One member expressed the opinion that the quality of the UUA and Regional resources and consultants 

has varied considerably. 

 

19.  Please assess the congregation’s ongoing work about being engaged in the wider world, e.g. service to 

others, social justice, anti-oppression. 

UUFB congregation is involved and associated with numerous groups and activities that reach beyond 

the dominant culture of our membership. Some of these entities include Penn Center and the rich Gullah 

culture of local populations, along with Mosaic Makers, Black history services, Love Your Muslim 

Neighbor, CUUPS, reactivation of the Welcoming Congregation committee, SEJ Movie Night, and 

actively supporting Marriage Equality.  Our “Fifth Sunday” services highlight and raise funds for local 

non-profits in which our members also serve with hands-on support.  

 

20.  Is the interim minister capably ministering as preacher, pastor, and teacher?  Have there been 

difficulties or have constraints been put upon the minister’s ability to do so? 

Rev. Tarsa is doing an excellent job. Our congregation enjoyed a positive relationship with our previous 

long-term minister, so we were pre-disposed to a good interim ministerial relationship. Yet, Rev. Tarsa 

has exceeded our expectations.  He has an ability to communicate and form deep connections with new 

and long-standing members in a short time. Also, he is available and open to new ways that bring our 

spiritual community closer. Some quotes from leadership include, “In my experience, Rev. Tarsa is 

unsurpassed as a minister,” and “Personally, I have been a UU for over 35 years and my experience with 

this minister is unmatched. Excellent!” Also, “Rev. Kevin [Tarsa] has been nothing short of 

phenomenal…” He is very effective as a preacher and a teacher; he reaches out as a pastor to those who 

are sick in heart or body. Rev. Tarsa is too resourceful to be constrained, and no attempt has been made 

at constraint. 

 

21. Has the interim minister been attentive to self-care and to a spiritual practice of choice? 

This minister is mindful of his self-care. Rev. Tarsa works hard and long, and clearly loves his work. At 

the same time, he faithfully observes his own Sabbath and makes room for personal growth. He exhibits 

knowledge of many spiritual practices from his experience and study, and his principles are well founded 

in Unitarian Universalism.   

 

22. Is the interim minister courageously raising the needful issues in the congregation? 

Rev. Tarsa raises issues from the pulpit and from his close work with members, committees and the 

Board.  He does not shy away from prickly issues, and, in fact, raises them openly, honestly and 

creatively in ways that address the very core of an issue, stimulating deep reflection. He invites 

leadership to deal calmly with issues by reminding us to stop, reflect and name the issues. Rev. Tarsa 

does not avoid the difficult people or situations. For example, he helped create a team to respond to a 



disgruntled member who threatened to cancel his pledge and the situation was peacefully resolved. He 

gently and firmly confronted a woman who was taking pictures of people attending our Love Your 

Muslim Neighbor series. 

 

23. Is the interim minister gaining the cooperation of the church leadership in addressing those issues? 

Yes, the UUFB leadership gives Rev. Tarsa our full cooperation. 

 

24.  What would you like to see addressed during the remaining interim period or in the future? Are 

there any adjustments that need to be made to the initial goals or anything else? 

Continue on exactly the same path, engaging more of the congregation in deeper commitments to the 

Interim Ministry work, especially following through with multi-cultural relationships. 

Continue working on leadership development; Rev. Tarsa is heading in the proper direction, but the 

leadership still has a way to go. 

 

25. Any additional thoughts or observations? (Recognizing that congregational leadership is in its truest 

sense a shared undertaking, what other satisfactions and dissatisfactions do you, as minister or as lay 

leaders, have about your role in leading the congregation during the interim period?) 

Overall, we are pretty satisfied with our leadership as a team who sincerely seeks the best practices and 

outcomes for all members of our congregation. The paradox is in seeking a new vision without yet 

confirming a vision, so we can wait for the new settled minister’s participation in the process. It has been 

easier than expected for our President due to the close relationship she has with Rev. Tarsa. He has 

supported and coached her as they work together. We appreciate his careful consideration of our 

questions and his wise counsel. He continually provides support and guidance to all of us. 

We believe that a thorough assessment measures not only whether we did the work, but how that work 

was done.  The Board has utilized many resources available from the greater denomination, while 

involving the congregation and communicating along the way. 

 

Completed from the first questionnaire but no longer listed on the new form: 

The congregation has claimed and honored its past: 

Our previous minister and Board leaders helped the congregation begin the process to claim and honor 

our past prior to the arrival of the interim minister. Reverend Tarsa has helped bring new perspectives to 

this work. It is nearly complete. A written document is being prepared which, based on my previous UU 

experience, can bring clarity and provide the comfort the congregation needs to begin the search for a 

settled minister. We have had several activities to discuss and celebrate our history. On the evening prior 

to our Interim Ministry Start-Up Retreat we told stories from our history as we do annually at our 

Founders’ dinner. We have a craft paper scroll where folks recorded when they joined UUFB. We are 

revising our written history to be ready by the May 3rd celebration of Laura Towne’s birthday, when we 

will celebrate our history in the local community. Also, our retreat with Marguerite Mills not only 

reviewed our history, but affirmed the actions and good judgments of the leadership as we progressed 

through the timeline. 

 

The congregation is in proud possession of a renewed vision and strong stewardship, prepared for new 

growth and new professional leadership, ready to embrace the future with anticipation and zest. 

Our congregation’s interest is rekindled for cooperative ministry and strong stewardship. In fact, recent 

growth is phenomenal with record breaking attendance after a significant lull in activity. Building 

construction is a real necessity at this point to accommodate increased attendance. The Board developed 

a new plan for re-visioning, and Rev. Tarsa infused congregational life with renewed energy and 

enthusiasm. At present, a new congregational vision has not been formed; however, members are 

initiating programming in various facets of congregational life, including outreach with joint interfaith 



endeavors.  Also, Rev. Tarsa works with the staff and the leadership, and as he models creative worship, 

members are becoming more skillful and confident. 

The Stewardship Team is now active year-round and, together with the New UU classes jointly organized 

by the Membership Team and Rev. Tarsa, newcomers are more educated on Unitarian Universalism, 

UUFB, its finances and programming. This year proved a very successful year for UUFB stewardship. 

The task ahead is to carry this forward to new settled ministry, and with an eye toward financial 

sustainability to support long-term growth.  The congregation has just created an Endowment Fund as 

one of its strategies for that purpose. Members of UUFB embrace with excitement the many possibilities 

for our future. 

 

Please comment on the Interim Ministry Program (as distinct from the interim minister) as you have 

experienced it so far. 

The Interim Ministry Program has been very successful, though the “hand-over” must continue. The 

UUA’s Manual was helpful, as well as the meeting with Keith Kron, during which, he was very 

responsive. Regional leadership was helpful, and the Interim Ministry Start-Up Retreat was excellent. I 

was very impressed by it all. 

Though active in many other kinds of churches, I’ve never seen this program in place. It averts a number 

of possible disasters and helps to get all parties involved on the same page. 


